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Prose Reviews:

“Substitute” by Mary Kathleen Flannery is a plainspoken realistic story set in a school. The narrator is a substitute teacher who is nervous about her day teaching a class of kindergarteners. While she has them write out wishes and draw these wishes coming true, one little girl leaves to go to the bathroom but doesn’t return, and the narrator wonders what she will tell the girl’s mother and the police if the girl is lost forever.

The thing this story does remarkably well is to get across the dreamlike, childish imagination that comes with being surrounded by coloring children. The kids in this story, drawing out their greatest wishes at the narrator’s request, portray a sort of innocence and a promise of infinite futures, while the narrator contrasts this with her fears of messing up and eventually her fear of having lost one of the girls in the class. The dreamlike state of the story, heightened after the girl’s absence, adds to the feeling of suspense and draws the reader into the narrator’s emotions without needing to state what those emotions (fear, suspense, failure) are.

“Wakulla Manatee” by Charles Griggs is a plainspoken realistic story set on a boat surrounded by manatees. The narrator, admiring the manatee’s maplike skin, wants to apologize for humans who kill manatees and explain that he is “one of the good ones,” but he is embarrassed for others to see him show these emotions. In the end, he apologizes to the manatee.

The story itself seems to be more of a statement about how humans treat animals, but the narrative arc is missing. There isn’t much setup as to why this narrator cares so much about manatees. We simply see that he does, and that he eventually faces his fear of showing how much he cares. There is some beautiful imagery in describing the manatee: “Body like a map, scar tissue delineates the flesh into territories whose swollen demarcations evince a history of suffering not unlike those real-world boundaries dividing continents into their own confines of bygone pain.” But as far as story goes, there really wasn’t one.

Rating: 4. Frequent publications per year, although less so in the most recent issues. The quality of the writing is good, but the emphasis on story is somewhat lacking. Overall, it seems like a good place for a second or third publication.